User Wish List - Top 10 Requests

DataFax Developers
Clinical DataFax Systems Inc.

#10

• Improved database resorting
#9

- Postgres SQL backend
- Multiple independent QCs on same field
- Report generator for creation of custom reports

#8

- CDISC mapping
#7

- Allow 2 data records to be open side-by-side in the same iDataFax session
- Create PDFs that meet more FDA/ICH standards
- Allow broadcast messaging when server is unavailable for maintenance

#6

- Auditing of user accounts and permissions
#5

- Auditing of setup and configuration files

#4

- Improved access to data, reasons and QC history
#3

- Ability to rollback to a specific database snapshot

#2

- Web browser for data capture
#1

- Allow cross-plate joins in iDataFax